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XiBank - Implementing an Affordable ATM Network

Abstract:
The goal of this project is to build a cheap ATM network. To reach this

goal the ATM client is implemented using a programmable Xilinx Spartan2E
board while the connectivity on the server part of the communication is main-
tained by server software written in Java and C. The system also uses a back-
end server database system implemented using the MySQL framework.
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1. Introduction
The XiBANK project intends to give a possible solution to some prob-

lems that ATM networks or infokiosks are facing today. One such problem of
these networks is that the ATMs are managed  using a non-dedicated and
heavyweight computer using a non-dedicated operating system. The fact that
these machines are non-dedicated makes their usage dependent on the oper-
ating system which sometimes fails.

The way we envision to solve this problem is to build a distributed cli-
ent-server architecture, where most of the software lies on the on the server
side while the client uses a minimalistic light-weight hardware dedicated ar-
chitecture that is free of the flaws that may plague a complicated system. This
architecture will be described in Verilog and implemented on a Spartan2E
board, with the help of the Xilinx 6.1i environment.

2. Purpose
What do we want to do in this project and how will we do it? This

system is going to help a user to find out how much money he has in a bank
account and retrieve money from that account.

3. The system architecture

This system being built is made up of the following parts:
· the DigilabDio 1 board, which is a client that is connected to a

computer through a RS232 cable.
· the middleware computer to which the board is connected runs

software written in C under the Linux operating system, which
listens to the serial port for sent messages and forwards them to
a mainframe server.

· the mainframe server mentioned above tuns on a remote com-
puter; it is  written in Java, it connects to a database using JDBC
retrieving the information asked by the board and then for-
wards it to the
program on the
middleware
computer which
at its turn for-
wards it to the
client.

The next picture is
meant to give you a bet-
ter perspective on the
entire system:
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4. Use cases

The example below shows a user that accesses the system in order to
check his account. After inserting the user name, the password and selecting
the operation “Account Balance”, the Digilab boards connects to the
middleware server program that runs on the minicomputer and sends the
data inserted by the user to the server. The server checks the date to see if the
sent information is correct and in case of an affirmative answer sends the
account balance to the ATM client.
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5. Detailed description of the systems components

As presented in Section 2, the system has three major components: the
Digilab board, the middleware minicomputer and the remote mainframe
server. In this section each of these will be described with as many details as
possible.

5.1. The Digilab board
The Digilab board is used to implement the hardware design, written in

verilog, of the ATM client. As you will see this board is used to receive input
from the user but also to show the data on a monitor and to send and receive
data to the minicomputer.

5.1.1 The video display module
This module is the one that send data to the monitor. The monitor is set

up in a 640X480@60 resolution and it is used to show a text-mode interface of
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As we know the monitor has a cathode gun that throws electrons on the
display. Each pixel on the screen is written one at a time, which means that in
order to make up an image we need to send different values for the pixel that
is currently showing. This is the job of the Video RAM Display Unit. This
unit takes the properties of the current pixel from a Video RAM and a Video
ROM. All the characters shown on the screen (codes running from 0 to 63) are
stored in the Video RAM while all the characters that can be shown on the
screen are stored in the Video ROM. This architecture makes it easy to change
the set of characters that can be shown on the screen only by replacing the
Video ROM provided with the project with another Video ROM. The current
pixel that needs to be shown is generated by the X,Y,Active Generator Unit,
where X,Y are coordinates going from 0 to 4799 and Active is HIGH if the
pixel need to be shown.

The Video RAM Display Unit behaves like this:
a. get (X,Y) of the current pixel that needs to be shown
b. compute the address of the character from the Video RAM that has

(X,Y) inside it (line=Y div 8, column= X div 8)
c. get the code of the character corresponding to the address computed

above
d. get from the Video ROM, the line of the character that contains Y

(line=Y mod 8)
e. show the properties of the pixel at X (column= X mod 8).
Video ROM Unit is a 512*8 bits memory, generated with the help of IP

core generator. 64 characters are stored in this memory, each character being
8*8 pixels large.

Video RAM Unit is the one that stores all the lines and columns that
are shown on the screen. It is a 4800*6 bits dual port memory generated with

80X60 characters. The diagram below presents this module and the relations
between sub-modules.
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IP core generator and which is improved with some Verilog code to have the
functionality Read-after-Write. New characters are written on one port of this
memory at the current position (line, column) generated by the Video RAM
Manager Unit and on the other port the Video RAM Display Unit puts the
address of the character that needs to be shown.

Video RAM Manager Unit is the one that knows what are the current
line and column where the data should be written. This unit is the one through
which passes any data that needs to be written on the Video RAM, the ad-
dress at which the data will be written being generated inside it. This unit
interprets some characters as command characters:

- “backspace” character that deletes the previous of the current
position and moves the cursor one step back on the same line;

- “line up” character moves the cursor a line higher at the begin-
ning of the row;

- “new line” character moves the cursor on the next line, at the
beginning of the row;

- “tab” character moves the cursor “n” characters further on the
page.

5.1.2 The flow-state machine

The algorithm that runs the device is generated with FSM on the next
page.

As seen in the FSM the first state is a reset state, which brings all the
involved units in a desired state. (It clears up the Video RAM, erases memo-
ries).

Each of the states shown in the picture is a separate Verilog module that
sends a continuos signal after it has finished the job it was designed to do.

As mentioned in Section 3 the device has to send some information for
authentification to a server. This information is stored in a 25*6 bits RAM
generated with IP core generator. This memory is stored as a buffer in the
transmission module.

Short description of each state:
1.Start_reset: the state that brings the device in a preset state.
2.Nume: the user name is required. This name is 6 characters long.
3.Parola: the user password is required. This is an 8 character long word.
4.Operatie: the user is asked to choose the desired operation:

request the account balance;(insert 1)
make a withdrawal;(insert 2)
exit.(insert 3)

5.According to the selected operation the user is asked to:
insert the desired amount of money that he needs to with-
draw, at most 10 digits;
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do nothing if he asked for an account balance.
6.The data provided by the user above is sent to the middleware server
through a RS232 UART protocol.
7.The device receives the data sent by the server from the middleware
server.
8.The received data is showed on the screen.
9.The user is asked whether he/she wants to do another operation (in-
sert 1) and if the answer is yes go to step 4 otherwise (insert 2) go to 1.

SHOW_DONE='1'

NEW_OP='1'

RESTART_FSM='1'

NAME_OK='1'

RETRIEVE_OP='1'

IESIRE='1'

CHECK_ACOUNT_OP='1'

PASSWORD_OK='1'

RECEIVE_DATA_DONE='1'

@ELSE

CHECK_ACOUNT_DONE='1'

RST_DONE='1'

RETRIEVE_SUM_DONE='1'

SEND_DATA_DONE='1'

@ELSE

RESET

SHOW_RESPONSE

X3='0';
X2='1';
X1='1';
X0='1';

NEW_OPERATION
X3='0';
X2='1';
X1='0';
X0='1';

NAME
X3='0';
X2='0';
X1='0';
X0='1';

OPERATION
X3='0';
X2='0';
X1='1';
X0='0';

PASSWORD
X3='0';
X2='0';
X1='1';
X0='1';

RECEIVE_DATA

X3='1';
X2='1';
X1='1';
X0='1';

CHECK_ACOUNT

X3='0';
X2='1';
X1='1';
X0='0';

START_RESET
X3='0';
X2='0';
X1='0';
X0='0';

RETRIEVE_MONEY
X3='1';
X2='0';
X1='1';
X0='0';

SEND_DATA

X3='1';
X2='1';
X1='1';
X0='0';

The data that is sent over
the serial line and to the monitor
is filtered through the modules
that implement steps 2, 3, 4, 5.
The characters accepted in step
2, 3 are alpha-numeric while the
ones accepted in 3, 4, 5, 9 are only
numeric.
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5.1.3 The PS2 communication module

In order to use the keyboard to get input from the user a PS2 interface
module was needed. The module called serialTOparalell gets input from the
PS2_data line and turns it into an 8 bits word that can be processed by the
module scancode2cod. The last module transforms the scancode generated
by the keyboard in the codes of  data stored in the Video RAM. To get a better
image of what this module does we recommend browsing the Verilog source.

In the following paragraph the PS2 protocol is presented. We start by
presenting the physical equipment and than describe the protocol itself.
The pinouts for each connector are shown below:

Male (Plug) Female  (Socket) 5-pin DIN (AT/XT):

1 - Clock 2 - Data 3 - Not Implemented 4 - Ground 5 - Vcc (+5V)

Male (Plug) Female (Socket) 6-pin Mini-DIN

(PS/2): 1 - Data 2 - Not Implemented 3 - Ground 4 - Vcc (+5V) 5 - Clock 6 - Not
Implemented

Communication: General Description

The PS/2 mouse and keyboard implement a bidirectional synchronous
serial protocol.  The bus is “idle” when both lines are high (open-collector).
This is the only state where the keyboard/mouse is allowed to begin
transmitting data.  The host has ultimate control over the bus and may prohibit
communication at any time by pulling the Clock line low.

The device always generates the clock signal.  If the host wants to send
data, it must first inhibit communication from the device by pulling Clock
low.  The host then pulls Data low and releases Clock.  This is the “Request-
to-Send” state and signals the device to start generating clock pulses.

Summary: Bus States
Data = high, Clock = high:  Idle state.
Data = high, Clock = low:  Communication Prohibit.
Data = low, Clock = high:  Host Request-to-Send
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  All data is transmitted one byte at a time and each byte is sent in a frame
consisting of 11-12 bits.  These bits are:

· 1 start bit.  This is always 0.

· 8 data bits, least significant bit first.

· 1 parity bit (odd parity).

· 1 stop bit.  This is always 1.

· 1 acknowledge bit (host-to-device communication only)

The parity bit is set if there is an even number of 1’s in the data bits and
reset (0) if there is an odd number of 1’s in the data bits.  The number of 1’s in
the data bits plus the parity bit always add up to an odd number (odd parity.)
This is used for error detection.  The keyboard/mouse must check this bit and
if incorrect it should respond as if it had received an invalid command.

Data sent from the device to the host is read on the falling edge of the
clock signal; data sent from the host to the device is read on the rising edge.
The clock frequency must be in the range 10 - 16.7 kHz.  This means clock
must be high for 30 - 50 microseconds and low for 30 - 50 microseconds..  If
you’re designing a keyboard, mouse, or host emulator, you should modify/
sample the Data line in the middle of each cell,  i.e.  15 - 25 microseconds after
the appropriate clock transition.  Again, the keyboard/mouse always generates
the clock signal, but the host always has ultimate control over communication.

Communication: Keybord-to-Digilab Board

The Data and Clock lines are both open collector.  A resistor is connected
between each line and +5V, so the idle state of the bus is high. When the
keyboard or mouse wants to send information, it first checks the Clock line to
make sure it’s at a high logic level.  If it is not, the host is inhibiting
communication and the device must buffer any to-be-sent data until the host
releases Clock.  The Clock line must be continuously high for at least 50
microseconds before the device can begin to transmit its data.

As we mentioned in the previous section, the keyboard and mouse use a serial
protocol with 11-bit frames.  These bits are:

· 1 start bit.  This is always 0.

· 8 data bits, least significant bit first.

· 1 parity bit (odd parity).

· 1 stop bit.  This is always 1.
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The keyboard/mouse writes a bit on the Data line when Clock is high,
and it is read by the host when Clock is low. Figures A and B illustrate this.

Figure A Device-to-host communication.  The Data line changes state when
Clock is high and that data is valid when Clock is low.

Figure B. Scan code for the “Q” key (15h) being sent from a keyboard to the
computer.  Channel A is the Clock signal; channel B is the Data signal.-

The clock frequency is 10-16.7 kHz.  The time from the rising edge of a
clock pulse to a Data transition must be at least 5 microseconds.  The time
from a data transition to the falling edge of a clock pulse must be at least 5
microseconds and no greater than 25 microseconds.

The host may prohibit communication at any time by pulling the Clock
line low for at least 100 microseconds.  If a transmission is prohibited before
the 11th clock pulse, the device must abort the current transmission and
prepare to retransmit the current “chunk” of data when host releases Clock.
A “chunk” of data could be a make code, break code, device ID, mouse
movement packet, etc.  For example, if a keyboard is interrupted while sending
the second byte of a two-byte break code, it will need to retransmit both bytes
of that break code, not just the one that was interrupted.

If the host pulls clock low before the first high-to-low clock transition,
or after the falling edge of the last clock pulse, the keyboard/mouse does not
need to retransmit any data.  However, if new data is created that needs to be
transmitted, it will have to be buffered until the host releases Clock.  Keyboards
have a 16-byte buffer for this purpose.  If more than 16 bytes worth of
keystrokes occur, further keystrokes will be ignored until there’s room in the
buffer.  Mice only store the most current movement packet for transmission.
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5.1.4 The serial communication modules

Computers transfer information (data) one or more bits at a time. Serial
refers to the transfer of data one bit at a time. When doing serial communica-
tions each word (i.e. byte or character) of data you send or receive is sent one
bit at a time.

RS-232 is a standard electrical interface for serial communications de-
fined by the Electronic Industries Association (“EIA”). The most commonly
used variety is RS-232C, which defines a mark (on) bit as a voltage between -
3V and -12V and a space (off) bit as a voltage between +3V and +12V.

In serial communication, there must be a transmitter and a receiver,
both transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) using the same data rate (measured
in bps, bits per second), which is the reciprocal value of the smallest time
interval between two changes of the line state. TX and RX know about the
number of data bits (probably with a parity bit added), and both know
about the size of the stop step (called the stop bit or the stop bits,
depending on the size of the stop step; normally 1, 1.5 or 2 times the size of
a data bit). Data is transmitted bit-synchronously and word-
asynchronously, which means that the size of the bits, the length of the
words etc., is clearly defined while the time between two words is
undefined.

For this project, the speed of the communication was set to 9600 bits per
second and the protocol used is  8n1,which means 1 start bit + 8 data bits + 1
stop bit per byte = 10 bits per byte.

The start bit indicates the beginning of a new data word. It is used to
synchronize transmitter and receiver and is always a logical 0 (so the line
goes HIGH).

Data is transmitted LSB to MSB, which means that the least significant
bit (LSB, Bit 0) is transmitted first with 7 bits of data following, resulting in 8
bits of data. A logical 0 is transmitted by the HIGH state of the line, a logical 1
by LOW.

In this particular case, no parity bit was added to the data bits to allow
error detection.

 The stop bit does not indicate the end of the word (as it could be de-
rived from its name); it rather separates two consecutive words by putting
the line into the LOW state for a minimum time (that means the stop bit is a
logical 1).
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 In asynchronous mode the serial data line stays in the mark (1) state
until a character is transmitted. Data can be sent or received at any time, thus
the name asynchronous.

The Serial Port used for this project is the D-Type 9 pin connector. Below
is a table of pin connections for the 9 pin D-Type connectors:

Name (V24)9 pin Direction Full name Remarks

      TxD 3 Output Transmit Data

      RxD 2 Input Receive Data

      RTS 7 Output Request To Send

      CTS 8 Input Clear To Send

      DTR 4 Output Data Terminal Ready

      DSR 6 Input Data Set Ready

      RI 9 Input Ring Indicator

      DCD 1 Input Data Carrier Detect

      GND 5 - Signal ground

The most important lines are RxD, TxD, and GND .RxD, TxD: These lines
carry the data; 1 is transmitted as LOW and 0 is transmitted as HIGH. GND:
The signal ground, ie. the reference level for all signals

RTS, CTS: Are used by the PC and the modem/printer/whatsoever (further on
referred to as the data set) to start/stop a communication. The PC sets RTS to
HIGH, and the data set responds with CTS HIGH. (always in this order). If
the data set wants to stop/interrupt the communication (eg. buffer overflow),
it drops CTS to LOW; the PC uses RTS to control the data flow. In this case
though no data flow control is used.

 DTR, DSR: Are used to establish a connection at the very beginning, i.e. the
PC and the data set “shake hands” first to ensure they are both present and
active. The PC sets DTR to HIGH, and the data set answers with DSR HIGH.

These six lines plus GND are often referred to as the “7-wire connection” or
“hand-shake connection” and are the ones used in this project.
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DCD: The modem uses this line to indicate that it has detected the carrier of
the modem on the other side of the phone line.

RI: The modem uses this line to signal that “the phone rings” (even if there is
neither a bell fitted to your modem nor a phone connected.

Implementation

As already said above, the transmitter and the receiver must have the
same data rate, this was set to 9600 bps(bits per second) for the PC while for
the FPGA circuit which uses a clock of 50ns , a signal is generated every 5200
posedges of the internal clock. Thus a speed of 9600 bps is simulated. This is
implemented in module ceas(rst,clk,clkout) where rst stands for the reset
signal, clk stands for the internal clock and clkout is the output signal, that is
the new clock used for the serial communication.

The module transmisia(clk,rst,en,load,out,empty_reg,empty_buf,data,gata)
sends a character(8 bits), the character is given in “data” and it must be “load”-
ed before sending, the module works only if the “en”-enable signal is on .”Out”
is the output connected to the TXD line and the “gata” signal shows when the
transmission ends.

The module transmite_date(clk_in,reset,sold,suma,data,out,gatax,nr) is  specific
to this project. According to an inner counter it asks the current character and
it sends this character using the module transmisia. In this way,the user name
,the password , the requested operation and the sum are sent to the server.

Considering the reception, this is implemented in module
Receptia(clk,rst,en,in,data,err,gata). The module works only if the “en” signal
is on, it reads bits from the RXD line (connected to “ in”) and it brings them
together into a character which will be available in “data”.The err signal is set
on if the stop bit is not marked and at the end of the reception of a character
the “gata” signal is activated.

Finally, the module receptie_date(clk_in,reset,enable,in,date,gatax,err,nr)
is used for receiving all the data necessary for the correct functionality of the
project: the response of the server for the operation requested and the sum
that remains in the current account (cont). The information is available for
upper modules in the field “date” and a signal “gatax” is generated at the end
of the reception.

Note: Because the data the needs to be sent over the serial connection is
obtained one byte at a time from the modules that implement the FSM, the
transmite_date module has an internal RAM that is commended by the
modules from the FSM.
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The communication protocol

There are some special packages that are sent and received to and
from the board.

The package sent by the board is presented bellow

)stib6*6(emaN )stib6*8(drowssaP )stib6(noitarepO )stib6*]01-4[(muS

The Operation Field may be 1 for ask for account balance or 2 for
retrieve money.
NOTE: 1 and 2 are our inside coding.

The Sum is a field present only if the Operation field is 2 (in our
coding, not 2 in ASCII or binary).

The package received by the board has the following format:

)stib6(sutatS_noitarepO )stib6*11(muS

The Operation Status has the following possible values:

- 63(binary) = An error has occurred, this happens when the
authentification has failed or the amount of money that the user
wanted to withdraw was not in the account.

- 1(binary) = The withdrawal operation has SUCCEDED.

- 2(binary) = The account balance operation has SUCCEDED.

The Sum field is shown on the display only when the Operation Status field is
2.
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5.2 The Server Architecture

The board communicates using the serial interface to a middleware mini-
computer that is running a version of the Linux operating system. The server
software is written in C and its role is to exchange data between the terminal
and the mainframe server.

5.2.1. The Middleware Server

The middleware server written in C has two important modules. One of them
handles the serial communication with the board, while the other is running
a TCP/IP socket client that implements a proprietary protocol in order to com-
municate with the mainframe.

The serial communication module is made up of two functions, recv_serial()
and send_serial() that manage data reception and transmission.

For data reception, the function reads the serial port waiting for at least 15
bytes. The first 6 bytes make up the user name and the following 8 bytes the
password. When it encounters the 15th byte, it reads it and interprets it. If this
byte has value 1, then the reading stops there and the data is sent to the TCP
module for upward transmission as the client simply wants to check his ac-
count balance. If the byte is 2, then the client wants to make a withdrawal. The
serial recv_serial() module then reads the ammount inserted by the client which
is a decimal value sent as a string of characters. The reading stops when the
terminator 0xFF is encountered and the data is sent to the TCP module.

The send_serial() module sends a 12 bytes answer to the serial port that com-
prises the result of the requested operation. The first byte of this message is a
status message that has value 0x3F in case of an error (for example, the client
has tried to withdraw more money than he has in the account or there is a
communication problem in the upstream), it is 1 in case of a successful with-
drawal and 2 in case of a successful account balance query (in this case the
following 11 bytes contain the sum as a decimal string, right-aligned and space
padded on the left side).

The TCP module establishes a connection to the mainframe server on a par-
ticular port (7199) and after the connection is up, it sends the user name and
password sent from the client in the format USERNA|PASSWORD, a task
which a Login submodule is responsible for. The server must reply with a
success message, which is “Welcome USERNAME”. If the authentification
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fails, the server sends the message “Failed” to the TCP module and then ends
the communication while the middleware server sends the error answer back
to the board terminal.

If the authentification was successful, the client can now issue the two
type of commands to the mainframe server. In order to check an account bal-
ance, it sends a “0” ASCII character followed by a newline character while in
order to make a withdrawal, it sends a “1” ASCII character followed by the
sum encoded as a string made up of decimal figures and a newline character.
It then waits for an answer, which in the first case is the actual ammount
present in the account. In the second case, the transaction may suceed or not,
and the first byte received is a status byte that is “0” in case of an error and
“1” in case of success. If the byte is “1”, the following bytes in the received
message contain the ammount left in the account after the withdrawal. The
client then terminates the connection to the mainframe server and returns to
a stand-by state, waiting for more user commands.

Two other submodules of the middleware server programs are made
up of two translation hash maps that are used to convert data from the format
the terminal board provides (which is a 6 byte proprietary encoding) to stan-
dard ASCII and back. These hash maps are initialized at the beginning of the
program and they are used to translate the messages when they are received
or sent from or to the board.

5.2.1. The Mainframe Server

The mainframe server is implemented using the Java language. It is
made up of several submodules implemented as different classes.

The architecture of the mainframe server is quite scalable, being able to
serve multiple clients at the same time. The Server class starts the socket server
and builds a dynamic Client vector that it modifies as different clients con-
nect and disconnect from the system. This class also impelments a
MessageQueue object used to better dispatch the messages to the procedure
interpreting them in the program.

As each client connects to the server, a new thread and Client object is
allocated to it. The Client object provides the main procedures and interfaces
for the connected client. It retains as properties values such as the client IP
address, the user name under which the client is authentificated or the sum
that the client has in the account which is read by accessing the database
server. The Client class thus contains several getters and setters for these prop-
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erties, as well as functionality to access the socket interface in order to com-
municate with the client.

As each Client thread receives certain messages from the remote hosts, it
puts this message in message queue managed by the MessageQueue object
instantiated at the Server object creation. The messages are packed inside a
Message class that contains the actual message string and a reference to the
client that issued that message. As messages are put into the message queue
a separate thread started at the Server creation called a Dispatcher picks up
messages from the queue and removes them, then it processes them to ex-
ecute the actions these messages indicate. The Dispatcher thread parses the
messages and takes appropriate actions as a function of their contents. At
the arrival of each message, the Dispatcher checks to see if the Client has the
credentials to send the command contained in the message. Thus, when the
client first connects it is not authentificated. The message sends the first
message the client sends which must be the authentification message to the
SystemSecurity Object which tries to find a match of the user name and
password sent by the client in the database. If a match is found, the client is
authentificated and will remain so for the whole period of the connection so
it is not necessary to reauthentificate. If the client is authentificated and it
sends another message, that message is parsed by the Dispatcher which calls
the appropriate Client method that implements the action requested by the
client such as the balance check or the withdrawal.

Finally, the mainframe server contains a class called MySql used to interface
with the MySQL database that runs on the server. This class contains usual
procedures to query the database or to update its tables and is used by the
other objects in the program.

 5.2.3. The Database

The database used for this project is based on the MySQL framework.
For the project, it only contains one table of Users and it has the following
columns:

- UserID
- UserName
- UserPassword
- UserSum
- UserDetails
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The user ID table is unique and autoincrementable, thus each client has an
unique identifier in the system. The UserName, UserPassword and UserSum
are self-explainable. The UserDetails may contain any data the systems
implementers wish to keep on a certain client such as an email address or
other contact details. The UserPassword field does not contain the password
in plain text for security reasons. The password is kept in the database en-
crypted using the MD5 algorithm. For this reasons, when a user is added to
the database or sends a password for comparison with the stored one, the
password string must be MD5 hashed before it is written or compared to the
database.

5.2.4. The User Registration Procedure

Users are registered to the system by the staff using a web-application written
in PHP that the staff can access after it authentificates using a user name and
password. This application checks that the sum deposited is valid and makes
other validations of the inserted fields in the Registration webform and then
directly connects to the MySQL database. It check to see if the user name is
not taken and if so, it registers the user and the deposited sum.
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6. Conclusions and perspectives
One of the project objectives was to to see if a Digilab Board can be used

to reduce the cost of building some networks. As described above the opera-
tions and protocols used are quite basic which means that they are not useable
in this form in a future ATM network. In order to make this system work we
must review the communication protocol in order to make it reliable, using
an encryption algorithm between the board and the server. Another piece of
equipment that should be removed from the system is the intermediate mi-
crocomputer. In order to communicate with the server a Ethernet board should
be implemented on the Digilab Board so that all the equipment needed to
build the client to be in one place.

In this project we showed that it is possible to make a network with as
little money as 230$, for the dispenser client can be build (139$Digilab DIO1
+ 80$ monitor + 10$ keyboard) , and another 1000$, for the server
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8.Addendum
Section 1

In this section the schematic symbols of each major module is pre-
sented in order to have a graphical image of the hardware involved in the
project.

A.Video display modules

VGA_RAM
Stores all the
data that is
shown on

the display

VGA_RAM_MANAGER
Controls all the data that is
sent to the VGA_RAM unit

VGA_DISPLAY
Displays  all  the data

from the VGA_RAM on
the monitor
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VGA_ROM
Stores all the characters

B.Modules used to implement the FSM

START_NAME
The module waits for the user to insert the

user name after which the continue signal is
HIGH for a clock

START_PAROLA
The module waits for the user to insert the
password after which the continue signal is

HIGH for a clock

START_OPERATIE
The module waits for the user to insert the
password after which the continue signal is

HIGH for a clock
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START_RETRAGERE
The module waits for the user to insert the
amount of money to retrive after which the

continue signal is HIGH for a clock

START_AFISARE_RASPUNS
This module displays the information send by

the server.

START_NOUA_OPERATIE
The module wait for the user to insert if he

wants onother transaction or not.

C.PS2 interface module

SERIAL_TO_PARALLEL
This module takes a serial data from the PS2

interface and turns it into a byte of information.
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D.RS232 communiction modules

TRANSMITE_DATE
The module stores date sent by the modules from

the FSM and sends them to the minicomputer.
After the data has been sent the signal gatax is

HIGH for a clocks time

RECEPTIE_DATE
The module stores date sent by the server

through the minicomputer. After the data has
been received the signal gatax is HIGH for a

clocks time
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Section 2.
In this section the architecture of the entire system is pre-

sented.


